DAILY DIARY OF MPHS 2004 TOUR OF NEW ZEALAND
Wednesday April 7, 2004 (Honolulu) and Friday April 9, 2004 (New Zealand)
We had a group of 48 people of which 39 met at BYU-H parking lot at 7:30 PM. to have
a bus transport us to the airport for our trip to N. Z. Many family members came to say
good-bye, wish us well and to have a safe journey. The leaders of our group are Bro.
Colin and Raewin Shelford, John Elkington, Riley Moffat and Rex Frandsen. Stella Keil,
Mike Foley and Zane Clark are other members of the MPHS board and are traveling
with us as well. Checking in at the airport ran rather smoothly, except for a very short
check on Alice Anae's passport. She had her passport renewed one day prior to
departure because her current one would expire in July of 2004. Immigration
requirement is that passports must be renewed 6 months before the expiration date.
Also required at check in is a driver's license or a state ID.
While waiting for boarding, we sat in
an area with small tables around. Not
too long after sitting, we saw our
plane come in, passengers disembark,
baggage removed and cleaners going
in to do their job. In the meantime,
the Shelford's were sharing what food
they had at their table as well as the
passing around of Janet Clarke's
homemade chocolate covered toffee.
After a long wait we finally boarded
the plane, which was an old one, and
Rex Fransden, John Elkington, Riley Moffat
had our first introduction to another
way of life. There was hardly a smile or welcome phrase from the employees at the
entrance.

We were told that the flight would take 8 hours. We had a lot of empty seats in the
back which filled up after dinner on a first come first serve basis for sleeping. Dinner
was served about one half hour to 45 minutes after departure. Dinner consisted of
pasta or chicken. Breakfast was served about 1 ½ hours before landing. The cuisine
on Air New Zealand was delicious. Real utensils and glasses were used and no paper
goods. Two movies were shown on the plane. Our flight was excellent, a couple of
bouncy areas along the way, and the landing on the runway was rather hard. The
blessing is we got to Auckland, New Zealand safely on Friday April 9, 2004.
We were told upon arrival we could get our money exchanged. However, as a tip from
my N. Z. daughter-in-law, just put your card in the ATM machine and get your N. Z.
money without the normal cost of $2.00 or so for the transaction.
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In walking to the baggage area, I saw the toilet
sign with the shower sign under it. I was
surprised that a shower was available. Also you
must present your passport and fill out a New
Zealand passenger card before claiming your
luggage.
The cold air was nippy when we met Tai
Ngakuru , our coach (bus) driver and loaded up.
We headed south out of Auckland, Bombay and
saw a farm with large heads of cabbage.
Our first stop was at Mercer, where some of us
ate breakfast/lur1ch a11d the11 011 to Ila111ilto11 to
the Southern Cross Restaurant and Hotel.
Checked in and went off to Temple View for the
2 :00 PM temple session. A few of us went to the
visitor's center while the rest went to the session.

Tai Ngakuru

New Zealand Temple

The New Zealand Temple is located on a very high hill with steps going down to the
visitor's center with beautiful flowers along the sides. It's a long steep stairway up to
Heaven. We all witnessed the picture taking of a bride and groom and their families.
After the session, Tai took us for a ride around the Church College of New Zealand.
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At the hotel, the dinner buffet had a wide variety of food which was exceptionally ono.
It was fun to see a bus come in with a rugby team as we are becoming aware of the
importance of rugby in this country.
I must say something about the toilets. It has either one or two buttons to flush. Those
that have 2 means left side ½ flush, right side full flush. Also, the height of the toilet is
just right. I had to put this down because it's the first time I 've had the 2 button
experience. Now, when you wash you hands, you have a choice of very hot water or
very cold water as there is no warm water.
We're here now and ready for our adventure!!

l
)

By: Bernice Auelua

Saturday April 10, 2004
By 8:00 AM the tour group had bags and people stowed on the bus and we left our
night's lodging at the Southern Cross Motel at the north end of Hamilton. It only took
15 minutes to our first destination-The Frankton Junction street market. This market
is held every Saturday. The main street through town is closed off and filled with stalls
for food, clothes, trinkets, second hand books, potted plants etc. The allotted hour was
quickly extended as tour members found many wonderful bargains.
The bus trip then took us through the Waikato area to Rotorua-often going along the
side of the Waikato River. Views of farm land-mainly dairy and race horses were seen
along the way. As we traveled we had our daily devotional with an opening prayer, song
and spiritual thought. Colin Shelford gave the thought, the hymn was Whakaaria Mai,
and Philip Anderson gave the prayer. Raewyin Shelford gave everyone a bookmark with
a beautiful colored picture of the N. Z. Temple it.
Mid-morning stop was at the
little town of Tirau. There we
found gifts and information
shops inside buildings that
were in the shapes of a sheep
and a sheep dog.
The
buildings were made out of
corrugated roofing iron.
We
then traveled through forest
covered highlands to Rotorua.
At the edge of Rotorua we
stopped for an hour at the
Rainbow Springs, and watched
the farm show which was
Hamilton Flea Market
across the way. At Rainbow
Springs, it was a lovely walk along forest shaded paths to watch the rainbow trout in
the streams and to see the Kiwi in the Kiwi house. At the farm show, the group had a
fast lesson on many aspects of farming life with many farm animals in on the act.
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Farm Show, Rotorua

Whakarewarewa

Following the show, it was straight to the other side of Rotorua to the geo-thermal area
called Whakarewarewa where there is also a marae. A young man named Shane gave
us a very informative tour of the area with discussion about the Maori language,
carvings, flax preparation as well as geology and geysers.
The afternoon was completed with a quick drive around town and a stop at the lake
before heading to Kingsgate Hotel in Rotorua for the night. Many of the group enjoyed
a buffet dinner of mussels, lamb chops, pumpkin and pavlova!
By: Stella Keil

Sunday April 11, 2004
After a good nights sleep at the Kingsgate Hotel in Rotorua, we boarded the bus at 8:00
AM and departed about 8:20 AM for our trip to Wellington. We held a devotional on the
bus with Frank Kalama as the speaker. Frank talked of his days as a missionary in New
Zealand (1958-61) and the great faith of the Maori people. Along our way we passed the
Wairakei thermal energy complex and stopped at Huka Falls where we got off the bus
and took pictures of the falls, a two minute walk. It was also a rest stop as everyone
wanted to try the 20 cents NZ pay toilets.
Brother Jefferies asked to share some thoughts on Easter. "The Lord has a hand in
every birth and every death." The passing of Sister Hinckley on April 6, is a special day.
We passed by Lake Taupo, the biggest lake in New Zealand. Stopped at Taupo to look
at warm clothing sales and a view of the lake. Some made a three minute phone call to
home for 70 cents NZ. Many of the group went to the clothing stores and then grabbed
a quick bite at the Burger King close to where our bus was parked. After boarding the
bus, we had self introductions in the bus. It was great to meet everyone and to know
their background. Stopped for a few minutes to take pictures of snow covered Mt.
Ruapehu. The landscape reminded me of the West with nothing but sagebrush and
grass. It was a bright sunny day. We made a rest stop at McDonalds in Porirua, and
then onto Wellington where we stayed at the Kingsgate Oriental Harbor. We went out to
eat that evening where we had a choice of many different types of food.
By Greg Gubler
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Monday, April 12, 2004

What a great start to a great day! The
air in Wellington was crisp and cold
without any wind. It seemed everyone
finally learned to be to the bus on time.
Maybe it was fear of being labeled "the
Underwoods" or just the excitement of
reaching the South Island today but we
left the Kingsgate Oriental Bay Hotel at
7:55 AM-a whole 5 minutes early.
Tai took us up to Mt. Victoria lookout
where we got an "aerial" view of
Wellington. Like San Francisco, many
of the homes are built on the sides of
Wellington
steep hills. The fact that a fault line runs directly through Wellington didn't seem to
worry any house builders here.
We were at the Inter-island ferry by 8:30 AM. and while we received our boarding
passes and strayed like lost sheep throughout the terminal, Tai drove the bus onto the
ferry. Several of the group teased the unfamiliar members that they would need to
show their passports, go through customs and exchange their currency for South Island
money upon reaching the South Island.
What an amazingly beautiful 3 hour trip to Picton. Many of us opted to watch our
departure from the top deck as the
North Island pulled away from us. I
wonder if Capt. Cook or the early
missionaries had the same feelings of
awe and grateful reverence for the
majestic beauty of N.Z. as we did seeing
it from a distance? The cruise was
surprisingly smooth and uneventful
except for Dooby (Tai's wife) who
suffered from motion sickness. Other
group members spent the ferry ride

h

eating (Kalamas), sleeping
Ferry to Picton
(Raewyn), visiting or just looking
out the windows and getting a visual feast on Cook Strait.
Once we arrived at Picton, we ate lunch. Eating and shopping-our favorite activities!
Picton is a charming small coastal town that seems to thrive on the business of catering
to ferry passengers. There were small water craft tied up to the piers belonging to
private owners and some commercial boats for tours of Queen Charlotte Sound.
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By 2:00 PM our bus was headed for Nelson-two hours away. The DeCoits presented
our devotion which focused on "Love One Another". Stephanie expressed how much
love she has felt from everyone on this tour-I'm sure everyone would agree with her
feelings. The rest of the ride was interspersed with music from Cissy and the Kalamas
and Tai's humorous but informative narration of the South Island. We saw acres and
acres of vineyards, some pumpkin fields, apple and cherry orchards, watercress patches
and more sheep, cows and deer. The splendor of the South Island was beginning to
unfold before us. We passed through the township of Havelock which Tai said is the
mussel capital of the world. And we don't question Tai's facts because he's always
right-righty O!
We reached Nelson near 4:00 PM and after a little scenic drive through this town of
about 40,000 people we pulled up to the Leisure Lodge Motor Inn on Waimea Road, our
home for the night. It's the best hotel of the trip so far. Tai introduced Nelson to us by
saying that once people live in Nelson, they don't want to live anywhere else. It was
evident why-uncrowded, quaint, yet conveniently modern township on a sleepy shore.
Friendly locals, clean streets, lush gardens fronting homes and an absence of pollution
and litter found in so many other cities. Several group members commented how nice
it would be to spend a few days here. Its charm was working on us immediately.
The highlight of our Nelson stay was our visit to Whakatu Marae in the evening-John
Elkington's family marae. We were surprised to meet President and Sister Staples there
along with some missionaries. The Staples used to live in Laie running Cackle Fresh
Egg Farm and now are serving as the mission president for the Wellington Mission.
Harold and Lorene Pukahi recounted how they use to live right below the Staples in
Laie. The Staples and missionaries joined us for the powhiri (welcome) on the marae.
Our Maori hosts welcomed us with the Karanga into the Whare Nui (large house) where
the powhiri took place. Maori protocol was exchanged with Colin Shelford as our chief
and John Elkington also spoke on our behalf. It was the first time for many in our
group to experience Maori protocol on a marae and the spirit immediately bonded our
hearts. It was fitting that our hosts selected "Love One Another" as one of their
welcome songs for us. It was clearly the theme for this day. We participated in the
hongi (traditional head/nose press) after the powhiri with our hosts. Most, if not all of
them were LDS and we sensed their testimonies in that whare. After we concluded the
spiritual part of the welcome, while waiting for dinner, Waha Elkington's sister gave a
brief lecture on the whare-the significance of the building with its carvings of the 7
canoes which she feels all had ancient ties to Hagoth. Everything in the whare
represents a human body of the tribe, its genealogy and how the entire building
ultimately leads or gives acknowledgment to lo, Ariki, or the Supreme God. You can't
help but not recognize the similarities to the temple. Shoes were to be removed from
our feet, women were required to wear skirts or dresses-no pants. The whare was
furnished with carpet, a gas heater in the center of the room and along both sides_ of the
whare were double futons and pillows already prepared for surprise guests. Some of us
took advantage of that comfort while listening to the lecture of the whare.
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Before long, dinner was ready. It was now time for the physical part of the welcome.
But before we were escorted to the dining hall, Pres. Staples was asked to say a few
remarks and to offer the blessings.
Well-dinner was "very good for the
haht" (heart with Tai's accent). Our
hosts had prepared an exceptional
home-cooked meal that included South
Island delights such as roasted lamb,
lamb chops, real mashed potatoes,
mussels, peas, steamed carrots,
smoked salmon, fresh fruit salad with
cream, etc. It was by far the best meal
of the trip.
During dinner we also met
Whakatu Marae, Nelson
Tali Aiolupotea of Laie who
was married to a Hippolite he met at BYUH. They had relocated to Nelson 4 years ago
and now have 6 kids. They miss Hawaii, but seem to be doing well in Nelson.
Just as dinner started winding down, the spontaneous entertainment started with
Aunty Cissy singing, Stephanie and Charlene doing hulas, the Kalamas sang and so did
the Ahunas with the original "Hawaiian Wedding Song". The finale was when several
group members performed "Karanga Tia Ra". One thing about Hawaii groups-you can
always put on an impromptu performance. Unfortunately, our wonderful evening had
to end with our gracious hosts at Whakatu Marae. Before our bus left, Pres. Staples
requested we all sing "Aloha Oe'. What a wonderful spirit of love we took back to the
Leisure Lodge with us tonight. Our one day in Nelson will probably end up as one of
the highlights of our South Island tour. To quote Tai-Nelson is definitely "good for the
haht" (heart)!
By Delsa Moe
Note:
LDS families represented at the Powhiri included the Hippolites, Elkingtons, McGregors,
Curnows, Percy Tehira. Percy helped to build this whare.

Tuesday April 13, 2004
Tuesday 9:00 AM. We are leaving Nelson on the South Island to go to Greymouth.
Brother Zane Clark began our daily devotional. John Elkington chose the hymn, Sister
Deborah Elkington gave the prayer for the day.
John shared a little more of himself and his family and of a faithful brother whose child
was blind. This child later received his sight because of a blessing given by Matthew
Cowley. Matthew Cowley became well liked by all of the saints in New Zealand. John
also shared with us a bit about his grandmother, who while in this life never became a
member of the LDS Church, however she did all she could do to support her husband
and children in the Church.
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As we traveled, Stella Keil gave a very well prepared and good report on New Zealand's
gold and coal mining days in Greymouth. The South Island is blessed to have these
minerals on it. Some of the sites of the mines are still visible. Some sites are still
actively being worked. Coal is used in Greymouth to help in the generation of
electricity. Tai's narration and humor continues to be an enjoyment to all. We stayed
at the Ashley Hotel, which was right across the highway from the LDS branch chapel.
We went shopping at the Warehouse.
By Eunice 0. McElroy
P.S.
As always it was a long day, met beautiful people, kind and loving, generous saints, and
we know for sure the Lord is with us always as Tai takes this company through his
great land.
Hanahou aole pau.
E.O. McElroy
Wednesday, April 14, 2004
Today was a relatively short travel day in terms of distance and the amount of time
spent on the bus. Once again, the weather was crisp, clear and sunny-or in other
words, pleasantly surprising for this time of year, this far south in New Zealand.
We left Greymouth and headed for the small town of Hokitika about 40 km away.
Hokitika has a number of stores that specialize in 'pounamu' or Maori nephrite jade.
can still remember the PCC master carver, Uncle Barney Christy, telling me years ago
that 'pounamu' was the reason Maori carving was so much more intricate and detailed
that that of other Polynesians because the stone holds a better, much sharper edge.
Leaving Hokitika, we drove on through the mountains covered with endemic forests that
Tai told us 1;1-re well protected by
national forests and government
regulations.
We soon arrived in Fox Glacier
Village at the base of the mountain
which contains a glacier of the same
name. Seven of us signed up for a
helicopter tour to the top of the
mountain that would land on the
glacier. We were divided into two
chopper loads.
Fox Glacier helicopter tour

When the small group actually got
to the chopper area, we were told worsening weather conditions might make landing
unsafe. We elected to try ... and both groups had a wonderful experience high on top of
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the glacier. Above the clouds the sun was brilliant. Everyone who went agreed it was a
great experience.
Reboarding the Nga Puhi Princess (the name of our bus), the group drove through the
rugged mountains to nearby Fox Glacier Village where we checked into a motel. Due to
a lack of units at the motel a number of us had to double up this evening with other
couples, where two bedroom units were available.
Some of the group decided to walk up to the village for dinner, while others drove to
nearby Lake Matheson. After the sun set, it grew quite cold and the space heater felt
very good. When the bus came back from Lake Matheson, about half of the group went
to a nearby glow worm grotto, which they reported as "Okay" but nothing like the
Waitomo Caves.
By Mike Foley

Thursday April 15, 2004
Today we will travel from Fox Glacier to Queenstown (South Island) a 251 mile trek
back over the Southern Alps.
We begin this cold, brisk morning with a prayer offered by John Olzowka. Connie
Moffat let us in singing, "I Have a Family Here on Earth." Riley Moffat delivered an
informational talk on the establishment of the LDS church in New Zealand in 1854.
The missionaries worked with the Maori people with great success, and at times had
whole villages converted. In the late 1890's there were at least 80 branches, with
meetings held at the village marae.

,
'

)

We continue our drive through forestry areas. The sky is overcast with clouds and it is
getting colder-cold enough for gloves, scarves, beanies, jackets. The forest is thick
with trees, ferns, flax, and high mountains. Waterfalls cascade down into riverlets and
lakes, where the water is sparkling pure and cold to the taste.
*Pass a sign on the side of the road where it read: Monkville/Population 5 + 1 dog.
We come to meadows where we see farms of cows, deer, sheep, alpaca, and sheep.
*Tai's joke: "Black sheep are very valuable. Farmers feed these sheep iron fillings.
Then when these black sheep are sheared, you get steel wool."

)

We continue trough small townships with few houses. The ascend to and through
Haast Pass, with its hairpin roads are literally breath-taking, especially when one is
sitting on the side of the coach that looks down into the gorge below. We drive parallel
with Lake Wanaka on our right, make a hairpin turn (U) and there on our left is Lake
Hawea. Both are huge lakes-I mean HUGE! We stopped and walked around the town
ofWanaka.

)
)

)
)
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We drive some distance and go through Kawarau Gorge which is another old gold
mining area. We drive on more winding roads to the Hackett Bungee Jump at Kawarau
Bridge. Stephanie DeCoite was the only brave person to sign up. She jumped off the
bridge with the river flowing below. She said, "I was nervous when I saw the boy before
me shaking. And when I jumped, my head down to my waist got wet. The water was
icy cold. They told me only my head would get wet. They lied! Then I had to walk up
all those stairs." What excitement for the whole busload. That was the highlight of the
day.
We continue on our journey, stopping along the way at cafes, fruit and ice cream
stands. Stopped and walked around the old mining township of Arrowtown.
As we near Queenstown, we admire the beautiful houses. This is a rich-man's town,
many tourists and shops that cater to the tourists.
The Novotel Hotel was a pleasant sight-luxurious place. Comfortable beds, heated
towel racks, lounge robes, free washers/driers, spa.
We feel a close camaraderie with all.
By: Mildred Enos
Friday April 16, 2004
Queenstown. A day of no travel.
We woke up this morning in the beautiful city of Queenstown, nestled at the foot of the
Remarkable Mountain Range on the edge of Lake Wakatipu. It was a breath taking
sight to look out and see the lake surrounded by buildings and trees with leaves of all
the autumn colors. It rained lightly off and on during the day, but not enough to make
it unpleasant outside.
Our hotel was the Novotel Garden Hotel. It is the nicest we've stayed in so far. We were

Queenstown from gondola

Skyline gondola, Queenstown
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pampered with towels hanging on heated racks and fluffy terry robes hanging in our
closet. Laundry facilities were also complimentary. Even the soap was pumped into the
washers at the touch of a button. The location was great too. We were right next to the
lake, a nature park and shopping.
There was a lot to do in Queenstown. A group of 16 left at 9:30 AM to ride the jet boat
while others lined up at the laundry, some went to ride the gondola up to the top of the
mountain, some strolled through the nature park and gardens, and others went
shopping. There was enough time to see everything.
Those going on the jet boat really
enjoyed themselves. They said it
was "a ride not to be missed."
They began at Lake Wakatipu
and from there traveled up the
Kawarau River to the Shotover
River and back again. The
driver was very skilled and could
do a "360" on demand. Along
the way they saw the sight
where many of the fighting
scenes for Lord of the Rings were
filmed.
Excited for the Queenstown jet-boat ride

It was neat to ride up the
mountainside on the gondola and to see the whole valley below. At the top there was a
nice restaurant where some enjoyed a nice lunch.

Even though we were warned that the prices were high in the shops, many still found
treasures at sale prices and lots of packages were carried back to the hotel.
It was really a nice spot to be able to spend an extra day. I heard some say they would
like to be able to spend a week here. It was definitely a favorite destination.

)
)

By: Janet Clarke

Saturday April 17, 2004
The bus left at 7:45 AM this morning from our very plush hotel and the beautiful city of
Queenstown still decked in her fall colors. We traveled south along one of the many
lakes on the South Island. The scenes, however, were out of the Lord of the Rings, a
movie made in New Zealand. The mountains above the lake reflected the movie.
Driving through small communities of Kingston, Moss burn and Te Anau, we watched
numberless herds of sheep and deer. The deer are raised commercially in New Zealand.
These animals grazed on checked and green fields. Our wonderful driver, Tai,
continued to educate us on the social, political and other issues of New Zealand as we
drove.
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Finally we turned west to Milford
Sound-a world heritage site. None of
us were prepared for what we would
see. Even though it was raining and
mist covered the mountains, God's
greatest creations were unfolded
before us.
The light rain had formed hundreds of
waterfalls cascading down from sheer
mountain cliffs that rose to hundreds
of feet in the air. It was another scene
again from "Lord of the N.ings". lt was
breath taking. It is so difficult to
describe if one has not been there.
We wondered where all the water
went. Then came the swift flowing
l.11111liler rilled HI rP.HIIIH c,f i:lP.Hr WHIP.r.

We wuuml up Lhe eauyuu Lhruugh Lhe
one way Homer Tunnel only to repeat

the same scene on the other side.
How does one count so many
waterfalls? They only appear when it
Millford Sound waterfalls
rains. How fortunate we had been
today to be here in the rain, otherwise we would have missed this marvel of nature.
We arrived at the boat dock and loaded on the Red Line Cruise ship for a two-hour tour
of Milford Sound. The mist and the rain hid the high mountain peaks and blue sky but
not the water falls. Who shall ever forget the waterfalls? After a nice cruise we loaded
the bus and returned by the same road
we came by and ended at Te Anau for the
night. Our hotel was another of the
Kingsgate chain.
Here we spent the night not counting
sheep but waterfalls during our blissful
nights rest; for we were witness this day
to one of God's greatest creations.
By: Brother and Sister Jerry Glenn
Milford Sound dock

Sunday April 18, 2004
We left Te Anau at 8am. The lake was glassy calm with little wisps of fog. On the coach
the devotional consisted of a prayer by Bobby Naluai, a song: Love at Home, and a
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spiritual thought by Delsa Moe on the topic of how the Maori loved the Book of Mormon
as a record of their ancestors.
We witnessed a beautiful sunrise coming up over the mountains of Fiordland under
high thin clouds with patches of fog in the green fields we drove by.
We were blessed by impromptu testimonies by Gladys Ahuna, Sister Anderson, Joe
Ahuna, Keith Pierce, John Elkington, Debbie Elkington, and Eunice McElroy.
At that point we were approaching Invercargill and
Riley mentioned that the LDS chapel was on the
highway coming into town and lo and behold there it
was. We stopped and Charlene ran in to see what was
going on. The branch was just starting Sacrament
Meeting and invited us in regardless of what we looked
like. The meeting was lovely and the high council
speaker was excellent. As we got back on the bus Sister
Leilani Joyce came on and told us a little about the
history of the branch and about her. She was the world
champion squash player. She reached the pinnacle of
her sport only after reactivating herself and through
some miraculous events. Having reached all her goals
in sport she married in the Temple, moved to
Invercargill and is raising her family.

Leilani Joyce at Invercargill

Tai told us about his time playing rugby in Invercargill
and about how many of their famous oysters
his team ate.

We went on down to the town of Bluff which is the
farthest south you can go in New Zealand unless you
go on over to Stewart Island which was barely visible
on the horizon. The next thing you would run into is
Antarctica. It is about as far south as Seattle is
north.

)

We stopped at Sterling Point for photos with the
signpost the back into town for fish & chips, mussels
and oysters at the Bluff Takeaways. The town was
pretty deserted on a Sunday. The fish and chips were
hot. Some folks didn't make it back to the coach on
time so we left them and went up on Bluff Hill
behind town for a view then came back and finally
found the 7 lost 'Underwoods'.
On the drive from lnvercargill to Dunedin, Bill
sterling Point, Bluff
Jefferies presented a paper on the contributions of
medieval China to world culture based on a best selling new book-that attempts to

)
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prove that Chinese mariners sailed around the world trading and discovering from 1421
to 1423. On the way we passed through emerald paddocks full of sheep, cattle, and
deer.
At the potty stop in Balclutha everybody lined up to use a fancy push button toilet. The
outside temperature that afternoon was only 43 degrees Fahrenheit.
In Dunedin we first went to the hotel and changed for the fireside. Nobody had been to
the chapel but Riley found it on a map. It was at the top of a hill and Tai made Riley run
up the hill to see if the coach could make it. By the time we got there we were only 20
minutes late but the chapel was pretty full and there were some familiar faces in the
crowd that had been to BYUH. The fireside was conducted by Aue Te Ava from the Cook
Islands who had graduated from BYUH and was working on his doctorate at the Otago
University. The District President, Bro. Mitchell presided. This was our first real fireside
and the group sang three numbers under the direction of Sharlene Lum.
Bro. Colin Anderson spoke about helping build the Dunedin chapel from 1961 to 1963.
There was a supervisor from America, 4 labor missionaries from New Zealand and 5
regular local boys. He said they started raw but ended up being real tradesmen. Sister
Gwen Marshall related her conversion story 55 years ago. She was very humorous; a
dear sweet sister. She spoke about the tremendous sacrifice many made to build the
Kingdom and how the sisters helped to build the chapel. The last speaker was John
Blasey, the young branch president called to build the chapel.
Afterwards there were refreshments in the Cultural Hall and we returned to our hotel
downtown.
By: Connie Moffat
Monday April 19, 2004
It's a cloudy day in Dunedin. We
took out our bags while Tai and
Dooby cleaned and washed the
coach. With all of the luggage out
and ready to be loaded in the coach
at 8:00 AM, we left Cargill Hotel for
a 167 mile ride to Twizel where
much of the Lord of the Rings was
filmed.
Some of the group went to the town
to go shopping and others ate
breakfast. The coach driver, Tai and
Baldwin Street, Dunedin
his wife Dooby, purchased two monkey hats at the dollar store. These are for anyone
who enters the coach after the scheduled time. They will sign their names and wear the
hat until the next stop or until anyone enters the coach late again.
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We had devotional prayer by Sister Elaine Wride on the coach and when the road
straightens out a bit, will have the rest of the devotional. As we traveled, the day
became so beautiful.
Our first stop was at Baldwin Street. It is the steepest street in the world. We had a
group of about that took the challenge from Tai to climb to the top and back. Only a
few completed the challenge.
As we continued our travels, we passed rolling hills, beautiful pastures for sheep, cows,
horses and deer. Prie (sp) Hill road often gets very slippery when it snows. Many cars
slide of the road making it a favorite place for the news media to film news clips.
Back on a straight road again, our spiritual thought was given by Brother Tom Wride.
There is a lot of fog along our route today, but we are able to see the beautiful rolling
hills that are close by.
Delsa Moe gave the history of the Lord of the Rings. There were 100 locations and 300
sets for the film. Some places required the use of helicopters to carry the actors to.
Delsa purchased and shared with us a book giving the details of the making of the
movie. A short paper from Rex Frandsen of tidbits of information was also shared and
passed around on the bus.
We have now come to high mountains, one with a memorial on it. The memorial is in
remembrance of the early people who came to this area. They were of English and
Scottish heritage.

)
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We see many places where trees are used as hedges to divide pastures. They are
beautifully trimmed and are also used as wind breaks or to keep the heat in a
particular area. The grass in the pastures looks like some one planted lawn grass and
keeps it neatly cut. It looks like
carpet.
Joseph Ahuna told some jokes to keep
us entertained.
We stopped at Moeraki Boulders for a
lunch break of 45 minutes. From the
deck we could see the boulders on the
beach below. They are huge round
boulders. Some of the group walked
down to the boulders and along the
beach.
We traveled on to Oamaru, Land of
the Granite Rock. We drove to an 1800 s Saint Claim Church. It is a beautiful old
building and made with granite rock. As we drove along we had more "sing a-long"oldies and other songs-entertainment by Gladys Ahuna, Charlene Lum, Bernice
Auelua, Tai, and Gladys Kalama.
Moeraki Beach boulders
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The scenery is so beautiful with yellow and different shades of yellow trees. The
mountains change color with the change in kinds of trees. Breath-taking rolling hills.
In this area they have planted a lot of fruit trees. There are bee hives in the pastures to
help pollinate the flowers and fruit trees.
We stopped at an ice cream shop. The 1 scoop ice cream cones were huge. There were
many different flavors available. The sun is now out and is nice and warm.
We soon came to three dams very close together and on the same river. We crossed
over two of them. The water in the river and reservoirs is a beautiful teal color.
Brother William Jefferies continued with his presentation on the contributions of the
Chinese to the exploration of New Zealand and other places. Many artifacts and
locations have been found confirming the travel of these early explorers.
As we get closer to Twizel we can begin to see Mount Cook and Mount Tasman. It is so
beautiful.
The fall colors on the trees are beautiful and the Lake is like a mirror reflecting the
mountains. Spectacular!
Finally we have come to McKenzie Inn in Twizel and we have huge rooms. We all had a
nice buffet dinner at the hotel.
Retired for the night.
By: Lorene Pukahi
Tuesday April 20, 2004
"Bags out at 6:30 AM. Bus leaves at 7:00 AM. Don't forget the hats for the
Underwoods." We did really well, we left the lodge at 7: 10 AM.
John 0. was looking for his lucky red pen that he had gotten in Las Vegas. He couldn't
find it.
There was a beautiful sunrise. You could see some blue sky and some streaks of
corals, pinks and grays.
Our morning prayer for the devotional was given by Keawe Enos. A little further down
the road, Millie Enos (with a scratchy throat) led "Count Your Many Blessings' and
Brother Cutler gave the talk.
He told the story of a brick layer who was repairing a well or building. It sounded like
he had a wheel barrow of bricks on a pulley and with him on the other side of the rope.
He got into three accidents with this barrow of bricks. He hurt his shoulder, his shins
and finally the bricks fell on his head. He decided to ask his employer for sick leave.
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Brother Cutler told another story of a boy who as he grew, always thought that the near
future would be better. He grumbled about life and he always said that later "I will be
happy". It seems that no matter what happened in his life he was always sure that later
"I will be happy." He was never happy even after he go old and retired. The story was
entitled "That's Life".
We stopped along the road to take
pictures of Mount Cook in the distance.
This was the first stop of the day.
Charlene started a game. She wanted us
to think of people in the group who look
like some famous persons. After thinking
about it some names that came up were:
Zane Clark-Alan Alda
Bro . Jefferies-Anthony Hopkins
Linda DeCoite-Tina Turner
Keith Pierce-CS! Investigator
John 0. -Waldo, Harry Potter, Sir
Edmond Hilary (We saw a statue of him at
the next stop)
Raewyn Shelford-The Queen Mother
Joe Ahuna-Tely Tubbie
There were others but I didn't get them
all.

I

i

We then stopped at Hermitage Hotel right
at Mount Cook. The Kalamas said they
had stayed there in the 70's when they
were visiting N.Z.
Sir Edmund Hilary at Mount Cook

The one thing that everyone talked about at this hotel was the sink (or lack of sink) in
the bathrooms. The water from a pipe came out and fell on a marble slab which was
angled to that the water would run down the back into a trough . It was cool!
Back on the bus, we stopped at Lake Pukaki (almost Pukahi, as a couple in our group)
to take pictures. Short stop!
On our way again to Lake Tekapo we heard hunting stories (rabbits, fish and deer).
In Lake Tekapo we had a snack stop. Stella had to wear the "Underwood hat".
Started along again and went down the road to see the Good Shepherd Church and the
statue of a dog. People originally thought the dog was McKenzie's dog (the owner of a
lot of land in this area) but other people said it was built for all dogs.
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Traveled through Fairlie and stopped for lunch at Geraldine. There were a few cafe's
there and also a cheese factory. Brother Clark was in heaven in the cheese factory.
Next stop was a wool shop named "The Tin Shed". It was full of wool products. Really
beautiful but quite pricey.
Two hours to ChristchurchTraveled through the Cante bury Plains with the Southern Alps far off on the left.
Raewyn then told us about Mona Vail, a three story 1800s building bought by the LDS
Church. Beautiful! The Shelfords hosted a couple who came to handle the sale of the
building. They changed the name of
the building to Cadewa. It had a
beautiful view of the River Avon during
spring time. It sold for $15 million
dollars in 1970's. It was in a pricey
neighborhood and the community got
together and bought it.
We got into Christchurch at 3:00 PM.
We are staying at the Crown Plaza
Christchurch. It is a modern very nice
hotel in the middle of town.
We need to meet at 6:30 PM
Church of the Good Shepherd, Lake Tekapo
to go to a fireside at the
chapel. We left for the chapel at 6:45 PM. The chapel was just a little way down the
street.
Fireside at Christchurch:
Song: The Spirit of God, Like a Fire is Burning
Prayer: Brother Saitele, Bishop for the Samoan Ward (Prayer was given in Samoan)
Song by MPHS: Kotou Katoa Ra
Talks:
Rex Frandsen: Introduced MPHS whose purpose is to record local history of the church
and publish those proceeding for anyone who would want it. Proceedings will shortly be
available through the Provo library web site. Introduced our tour group and introduce
our speakers. Delsa Moe-PCC. Mike Foley-CCH/BYUH Alumni President
Delsa Moe: Her opening thoughts were spoken in Samoan. She then went on to say
that she represents PCC. She basically talked to the younger generation and their
parents about working at PCC.
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Mike Foley: He said he represented the CCH/BYUH Alumni Association. He also said
BYUH was more excited than ever. He gave a history of BYUH and talked about David
0. McKay's vision. He announced that the Golden Jubilee will be celebrated in 2005.
We then sang: E Kolo Mea Nui.
Our next and last speaker was Brother Peter Van Ballagooie from Christchurch Ward.
He said he has records that state that the Relief Society was established in 1878 in
Papanui with Sister Jones as president. So the branch had to be started by them. The
Relief Society started with 13 sisters on 12/26/1876. They had to travel by horseback
some of them coming 18 miles. Meetings were held on the first and last Monday of each
month. There were no Maori members. In 1881, President William Bromley was the
mission President. In November of 1892 there was a conference of the Australasian
Mission.
In 1949 (the only record that he had) the Taikoe Branch had no chapel. They met in a
hall. They had a lot of unity and support of each other. There was an Elder Burton at
that time, who played a trumpet on the air at the radio station.
The Missionaries had a lot of fun. They formed a solid core of members in the South
Island.

)

The branch would make chocolates and chocolate cake to make money for their ward
building and budget expenses. In 1959 Hugh B. Brown, Ezra Taft Benson and John
Longden who were General Authorities at the time, came to visit them in their hall.
Membership grew "somewhat".
The Church then purchased a building where they could meet. The building burned
down due to a revived fire in a bunch of leaves. They decided to build the present
building and it was finished in 1960. Some things in the building were new to New
Zealand, such as the laminated beams used in the cultural hall. The kitchen was
mentioned in the local paper.
In 1960 there were two branches: Branch 1 and Branch 2. Now there is a large stake
and four chapels in this city. The Church is growing here. Brother Van Balagooie said
he was baptized in 1961 and has never regretted it.

)

We then sang "Aloha Means", and the closing prayer was by Brother Brown.
We then went into the social hall for an "item" put on by four girls from the Samoan
Ward. They danced some Samoan, Tahitian and maybe Fijian songs. Bishop Saitele
said that there are 300 members in the Samoan Ward.
Refreshments were then served in another room. We had cookies, cake and ice cream.
We didn't have much of a chance to talk to the Samoan members and the other
members because they did not come in to have the refreshments.
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It was a good night!

Raewyn told us that the house she had told us about earlier was right next to this
chapel but we couldn't see anything in the dark.
We arrived back at the Hotel about 9:00 PM. Leaving in the morning at 6:30 AM Bags
down at 6:00 AM.
By: Bonnie Naluai.

Wednesday April 21, 2004
6-6:30 AM load bags. 6:30 we take our leave of Hotel Crown Plaza at Christchurch
though this has been our earliest departure call to date, all goes well and no "hats" are
issued this boarding.
Rex Frandsen and the McElroys have the devotional for today so as we depart Eunice
McElroy gives our pule, giving grateful thanks to Heavenly Father for our bounteous
blessings and petitioning for continuing blessings on our group and in particular our
driver Tai, and asking for blessings on our loved ones at home. Rex Frandsen follows
with his spiritual thought referencing the hymn "O Lord My God" regarding the beauty
of His creation and especially the 3rd verse re: the gift of His son's life. Prior to the
spiritual thought, Charlene Lum leads us in "Put Your Shoulder to the Wheel" sung
vigorously by our group.
7:15 AM we pass through Leith Field, then Amberley, Waipara and onward to our next
stop at Kaikoura for kai (food).
7:55 AM 'Ipod' was put on the sound system and Gladys Kalama takes the microphone
to explain the special meaning the song "Hali'a Lani" has for them. When their oldest
son, Kumakahi, was expecting their first child, he went to his aunt to seek an Hawaiian
name for the unborn child. She said the child would be a girl but that this child was
very reluctant to leave Heavenly Father's presence, thus the name "Hali'a Lani" turning
away from heaven was given. Gladys went onto express that this places a huge
responsibility on us as parents and grandparents to be sure they are taught and
brought up in the gospel to insure their return to Heavenly Father. She also went on to
say this child is very spiritual in nature.
8:40 AM we sight the South Pacific Ocean passing through several tunnels we also see
the snow capped mountain to the left.
9:00 AM we stop for morning kai at Kaikoura. Leaving at 9:40 AM Tai mentions we
should be seeing seals soon. This excites the group and we all scan the shoreline and
begin to see them. At 10 AM we stop at Poaha lookout long enough to take pictures of
the seals sunning on the rocks. The pups are so cute and at 10:10 we were on the road
again.
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11:15 AM we approach a train overpass. Picture taking again. This overpass had the
train going on the top level and the automobiles going on the bottom level. (One way of
course, as many bridges we have been over). We squeezed through the narrow bridge
and through this gorge. As we are traveling on a very high and narrow highway with
the mountain range on the right and this deep gorge on the left dropping very steeply,
Tai decides to bring some excitement to brighten Aunty Raewyn's day and teases her by
swerving closely to the left of the road as this is the side she is sitting on. She squeals
in fright each time he does this much to the amusement of the group. He repeats the
action several times till she chastises him.

)
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12:00 Noon. We are approaching Picton but in spite of our early departure, we do not
have enough time to stop at "Kiwi's" for fish n' chips. Instead it is straight to Port
Marlborough. Raewin, Rex and John exit to get us checked in and get our boarding
passes. They are back in a few minutes, pass out our boarding passes and we unload.
Tai says take only what we'll need. Every thing else will remain intact on the coach.
12:30 PM. Most ofus have lunch at the pier. 1:00 PM Raewyn calls together the less
able members to gather along side of the gate as she has arranged for an electric cart to
take us to the entrance of the "Arahua" (ferry's name). When we came over, the walk
down the long runway was quite a distance for our less able, that by the time we
boarded and had to find the first available seating as we were very tired. She could not
find Alice Anae and Cissy, but Uncle Jack Pierce, the Ahunas, Kalamas, and Shelfords
surely enjoyed the ride down that long corridor. Reaching the entrance we sat on the
outside as they were still cleaning, having just unloaded their passengers. About 10
minutes later, we were given entrance. This whole day has been a beautiful sun-shiney
day and rather warm. This made the crossing very pleasant. The seas were calm, blue
skies, white clouds, and clear waters. Most of the group goes for a snack. We sit at
adjoining tables to the Kalama. Tai and Dooby join us. And for the next 2 hours all we
talked about is "food" as only Polynesians can. About Crayfish (Lobsters) Mussels,
Kena, Oysters, raw fish, fish heads. Tai calls ahead to Paihia to be sure we'll have fish
heads for Friday night's kai. We go on and on. Delsa, listening, said we sounded like a
bunch of cannibals. It doesn't matter as these are foods we've grown up eating-raw,
baked, steamed, boiled, in an imu however, but very delectable. There was a Pakeha
(Haole) couple sitting next to us. Heaven only knows what they thought of our
cravings-probably as Delsa put it. The time passes swiftly and with much laughter
and comradery.

J
As we approached Wellington a pod of 1000 porpoises swim around the ferry.
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4:30 PM we board our coach, depart the "Arahua" and head into Wellington. 4:40 we
arrive at the "Taonga Pounamu" Greenstone Treasures Ltd. Here in their garage, Bill
and Anne Rawiri, have set up their wares. From 4:40 to 6: 10 a buying frenzy takes
place-prices are so right we all wished this had been done before South Island. We all
leave with our pocket books lighter, plastic cards heavier and board our coach like
contented kittens. Anne served Milo and biscuits much to our delight and had a basket
of fruit for us as well.
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6:30 PM we arrive at Kingsgate Oriental Bay Hotel. Our three team leaders check us in
and issue our room keys. Our only interest is to get to the rooms, have some kai and
get to bed-which we do.
10:30 PM I am still up doing the diary to tum into Rex. Call for a 5 AM wake-up call
and tum on the heater and finally to bed at 12:00 AM.
By: Gladys P. Ahuna

Thursday April 22, 2004
Wellington, 5:00 AM. Overcast and windy-not unusual for this city. It is often called
"Windy Wellington". Bags to the bus at 7:00 AM. Departure time: 7:30 AM. However,
this hotel is the "pits" for access to and from the street and rooms. Imagine only one
elevator and 50 of us!!
We begin with a little sad note today because some of our members have departed to go
home. They left at 5:00 AM this morning, flying out of Wellington to Auckland and then
on to Hawaii. Those who left were Mike Foley, Harold Pukahi, Stephanie DeCoit and
Gladys and Frank Kalama. We are all praying for the health of Frank. (MPHS thanks
Brother and Sister Shelford for spending many hours over the past few days working
with Brother Kalama. They spent most of last night with Brother and Sister Kalama as
they worked with doctors, medical personnel and airline people. rf)
It is now 7:00 AM and the vans are

collecting the luggage and trucing it
down to the street level where the
bus is. What a beautiful morning.
Scattered clouds, but the sky is
blue and the wind seems to have
calmed down. All about are the
usual city sounds-garbage trucks,
and people going to work. We are
going to be "pushing" it today
because we need to be in Turangi
by noon! That's about 4 hours from
here.
On the bus

Loading the bus has been the ritual
for the men-wow! We have just been informed that the Kalamas are on their way home
to Hawaii. Uncle Frank is not well so we had a total of 5 people fly out this morning.
Brother Kalama will surely be missed because he wanted to be at the Whangarei church
meeting where he served his mission.
Well, it's now 7:50 AM and the sun has peered through the clouds and we are finally on
our way! Sister Alice Anae gave the opening prayer while we traveled through town. It
is apparent that there are many buildings vacant. So it is like many of our own towns
in the states-experiencing the economic strains. 8:00 AM-the sun is in full glow-
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another day for Tai (our driver) to be driving into the sunlight! Devotional song "How
Great Thou Art" led by Aunty Cissy A. Fong. Spiritual thought was given by Janet
Clarke. Brother Glenn supplied travel music-old, old country music.
We passed the Royal Air Force Base in Ohakea. We stopped at Bulls for "morning tea".
This town had cute signs like "Rent a bull", meaning space or building to rent. Passing
rolling hills and farmlands on our journey to Turangi. Snow is visible on Mt. Ruapehu
and Tongariro. Arrived at 1 :30 PM at Turangi marae where Sister Grace, mother of
)

)

Alfred Grace, who is presently Bishop of the Laie 5th Ward, had a wonderful luncheon
prepared for us. Sister Grace is originally from D'Urville Island in the South Island and
came to Turangi as a young teacher. She met her husband and has made her home in
Turangi.
A quick stop at Taupo for emergency bathroom. The day has been very warm traveling
and the group have caught-up with some much needed rest. There is a vast contrast of
the beauty between the South and North Islands.
We have made another official stop at Matamata. Tai can only drive so many hours and
then by law must rest 30 minutes before driving again. It is now 4:00 PM and we are
on our way to Auckland-which should take us another couple of hours. The bright
sunset is steaming through the coach windows keeping us warm. We have had
beautiful weather during this tour. Tai is trying to waken us by singing his "Taniwha"
song. So now its joke time! I think we've been on the road too long.
Finally after 11 ½ hours we are at our hotel-Travel international. Arrived at 7:30 PM.
This has been a very long day.
By: Charlene Lum
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Friday April 23, 2004
Up at 7 AM for 7:30 AM baggage and on our way by 8:00 AM sharp!
Some of us were not happy with our hotel-no heat (forgot to plug in the heater), spider
webs) It wasn't the Crown Plaza but we saved $4000.
Prayer was given by Keith Pierce, song: Ere You Left Your Room This Morning. Sister
Shelford told a story of her flower bulbs that some missionaries (Sister Betty Versteeg, a
former member of the BYUH library staff) thought were onions. Tai told stories as we
crept slowly through town. Sister Debra Pierce gave the thought "Making Choices" and
played a country western song that supported her thought. We passed through Orewa
at 9:00 AM and at 9:30 AM we had morning tea at Wellsford (McDonalds and the sea
food shop had everything). Rex went down the aisle to collect the NZ$10/person for
tonight's dinner in Tai's branch. (Since 18 Feb. 2004 the exchange rate has slid from 70
to 62) A lot of candies (McKintosh's, minties, persimmons, potato chips were passed
around).

j
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We passed Waipu. At 11:15 AM came into Whangarei. Tai pointed out the hospital
where Charlene Lum was born. We stopped at a fruit/veggie stand. We passed Tai's
friend's house that sells big rocks for $500-1000 each. (He gets them off his property
for free). Brother Shelford pointed out and told a story about a valley that all around it
there was a drought except for this valley. (Goings family lives in this valley and was
very active in the Church). Ahunas told a story. We arrived in Paihia in the early
afternoon, beautiful weather. We made a quick stop for each of us to buy our $90 NZ
ticket for the Saturday event. Then on to the hotel "The Bounty". Jack Pierce and I had
a great room (#6) ground floor on the corner. We had a free afternoon, so I walked to
the wharf and caught a ferry across the bay to Russell (an old whaler's town that had
been called Kororareka) with Riley Moffat. I took a one hour tour for $1 7 NZ, then back
to the hotel for a 6:00 PM pickup to Tai's branch for a wonderful dinner (fish head soup,
Maori bread) with a formal Maori greeting. The Branch President is a Fijian (school
teacher) Alex Lobendahn and his sister is Irene Lesuma at BYUH administration
building.
By 8: 15 PM we were home and to bed.
By: John Olszowka
Saturday, April 24, 2004-Paihia, N. Z.

Cape Reinga lighthouse

Sand surfing Cape Reinga

Our morning began at 7:30 AM. Sister Julie Glenn offered our morning prayer. A
beautiful morning welcomed us as we boarded our Kings bus with Tai as our driver. As
we made our way up to the North end of the island, we went through Kerikeri and the
Paketi Forest. Here we saw giant Kauri trees in their natural setting. They were
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beautiful. Along our way Tai pointed out the geographic features such as Doubtless
Bay and items of local interest.
We finally arrived at Cape Reinga and the light house. This is where the Tasman Sea
and the South Pacific Ocean meet. The Tasman is green and the Pacific is blue. At the
cape we climbed to the top of a round hill and then down to the light house. It was a
beautiful fairy-tale setting.
Following our visit to the Cape, we had lunch at Tuipotupato Bay-another beautiful
spot. It is close to the cape. Our lunch consisted of what individuals brought and leftovers from last night's social with the Paihia Branch.
At Te Paki, we turned off the main road to Van Diemen stream and giant sand dunes.
Tai gave directions on how to ride the sand dune. Several of our group-Bro. Shelford,
Bro. Clark, Bro, Moffat, Bro. and Sister Pierce, Delsa Moe and Tai charged up the hill
and down they came on their body boards. It was exciting to hear and see them as they
came down the dunes.
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Continuing down the 90 Mile Beach, the bus raced down the smooth flat dark colored
sand. An occasional small stream ran across our path but caused little change in our
speed or the ride . We stopped at one such stream got out and picked up or dug up
clams-so many that we needed a
bucket to put them in. As we
continued our ride down the beach, we
could hear and feel the crunching of
the clams along the beach under the
tires of the bus. We drove down the
beach for about 54 miles passing the
Hole in the Rock island, and many
fishermen. What excitement!
When be exited the "beach freeway" we
stopped again at the Ancient Kauri
Kingdom. Refreshments and
restrooms were in order while Tai
washed the bus.

Pipi picking, Ninety Mlle Beach

One more stop before we reached our hotel was at the Manganui Fish and Chips
restaurant. All that wanted to, indulged into that wonderful staple of our trip "fish and
chips." At last we arrived back at the hotel at about 7:15 PM. We are all very tired.

)

For those who did not go with us on the tour today, there were other options including,
other tours, walking and shopping in the small village of Paihia-Bay of Islands. A
couple of our members attended a Maori culture event in the evening. Ahuna's spent
the day visiting the members of the Matauri Bay branch where they had served a
mission.
ANZAC Day tomorrow with community events beginning at 6:00 AM.
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By: Rex Frandsen

Sunday, April 25, 2004.
8:00 AM. We had a snapshot session before we boarded the bus, with many of us
getting photos of each other in Sunday dress, looking very different from our casual
selves during the trip. 9:30 am Brother Clark opened our trip with a prayer, and a
spiritual joke about a hungry bear. We had some words of instruction from Bro. Clark
and Sis. Shelford, then we left the beautiful Port of Paihia and continued on to the
Whangarei Ward for Sacrament Meeting.
11:00 AM. We arrived on time for Sacrament. Opening hymn was 227, "There is
Sunshine in My Soul Today." Counselor Grant Armstrong conducted and gave
announcement. Sacrament hymn 193, "I Stand All Amazed." Delsa Moe played the
piano. Speakers were Brother and Sister Ahuna who spoke on their mission to Matauri
Bay in 1997. Then Patriarch Shelford spoke, and quoted D&C 130, expressing the
blessings the New Zealand saints have received from the inception of the Church to the
µ1e8e11L uay Ly uLeuiem:e. The i11Le1111etliale hy11111 wa8 8uug Ly L11e MPHS '"Ekolu Mea
Nui." President Pierce spoke about his mission to New Zealand 30 years ago, and the
successes that came to members as they chose to live the Gospel. Brother and Sister
Ahuna, Patriarch Shelford and President Pierce all bore their testimonies relative to the
truthfulness of the Gospel. Bishop Hayden Edmonds spoke and quoted D&C 138. He
expressed appreciation for the interest shown in the history of the Church in New
Zealand by the MPHS. He also quoted D&C 4 "we are called to the work". Closing hymn
was 163, "Lord Dismiss Us with thy Blessing."
12:25 PM. We traveled to the Claphams Clock Museum in Whangarei where several
group members toured the museum housing clocks from around the world, including
music boxes, a "Hickory Dickory Dock" clock with a mouse that moved up the clock,
music boxes, early CD type clocks, and a clock with Maori warriors rowing. We also ate
a bite of lunch and ubiquitous ice cream!
1:35 PM. On the road to Auckland. No stops, says Tai. Wait, wait, we are stopping
but...Oh, oh, there goes Tai sneaky sneaky for a meat pie! Thought he was getting B.P.
4:30 PM . Auckland at last and back to the Travellers International close to the airport
for two nights. We are out to the Manukau Mall for dinner. 6:30 pm. We each went
our separate ways to Chinese, Indian, BK, McDonald's, etc. then we cleaned up a very
little later (after waiting for several Underwoods) and are on our way to a multi-stake
fireside in Mangere at the Robertson Road Chapel (Manukau Stake) to learn about the
history of the early church in Auckland.
7:00 PM. Welcome by Stake President Oscar Lawrence. Presiding was Elder Lindsay
Dil, Area Authority. Opening hymn was "Carry On." We listened to remarks by Brother
John Elkington, who acknowledge the presence of President Pierce, Patriarch Shelford
and Brother and Sister Ahuna. He also acknowledged Brother Kalama who could not
be with us because of illness and an early return to Hawaii. Brother Kalama was a
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missionary to New Zealand, and also a member of a distinguished singing group: The
Statesmen. Brother Elkington reminded us of President McKay's vision of 'a gathering
place' in Laie, and his prophecy of a university to benefit the people and students of
Polynesia. Bro. Elkington encouraged the young people to think about what they can
bring to BYUH as well as what the university can provide for them. He reiterated the
educational excellence of BYUH in healthy competition with other west coast schools,
and bore his testimony of the work of the church. Hine Hakaraia began her talk by
speaking on Anzac Day, and paid homage to those who served in all wars, especially her
brother, who paid with their lives to keep their country free and clear and green. She
was born in Takapuna in 1929, then moved to Hobson Street, and informed us that she
is now 16 yeas of age. She expressed thanks to be born of goodly parents and in the
Church. She also said that "Welcome, Welcome Sabbath Morning" had to have been
written by a non-member when she was asked to be released from 102 jobs so she
could truly rest. She told of catching eels, releasing them, and picking watercress as a
young woman. She told with humor of receiving a call to teach business, which she did
for 40 years. Her son served a mission, married a young woman who was disowned by
her family for joining the Church, and of beginning a degree at Church College of
Hawaii at the age of 50 (Hine). Her daughter attended and was valedictorian at Kahuku
High School. She praised the campus, and stated that her father was one of the first
Maoris to go to the Hawaii Temple. She continued with her education while her
husband worked on the plantation, and she graduated with two degrees. She stated
that young people can have a productive and spiritual life if they can only stay on
campus. She thanked all those who came tonight rather than watching the "telly," and
bore her testimony of the gospel. The MPHS sang 'E Ekolu Mea Nui.
Diane Fitisimanu spoke on the memories of growing up as a member of the founding
families of south Auckland. Many of the older members have since passed away. Their
first meetings were in a beer hall where bottles and cigarettes had to be cleaned up by
the members before the meetings could begin on a Sunday. They eventually moved their
meetings to a house where they had Sacrament in the living room, and Relief Society in
the kitchen, and classes in the bed rooms. The first building site was worked upon by
all members including the children. Her father would ride his bike home teaching, and
that the growth of the Church from the dedication of the Papatoetoe chapel to the
present had occurred in her lifetime. At times, an entire week's paycheck was given to
cover the costs of the chapel. She stated we often do not appreciate the sacrifice
individuals like her family and others made to build Heavenly Father's kingdom, and
the legacy left by such members. She stated she was twice denied entry to BYUH but
persevered, accepted on the third try and went on to obtain bachelors and master's
degrees from Columbia University in Manhattan. She credits her fortitude to her
parents' examples of hard work. The payoff is to know that all will be well. She found
that she excelled among her peers at Columbia as result of her preparation at BYUH.

)

)
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The MPHS sang "Aloha Means."
Lindsey Dil spoke about the being a member of one of the first four founding families
that labored in the Mission field. In a journal kept by his mum, he told of the
missionaries working with contacts, and they lamented at the lack of reverence shown
by the members! But at another meeting, the journal indicates that almost all the
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members bore their testimonies. By 1953, the Davenport Sunday School was organized
as well as Relief Society. Members moved forward in the Priesthood, and were ordained
Deacons and Teachers. One member agreed to be baptized if an agreement could be
reached that he never be asked to pray. But at a conference in Salt Lake City, he told of
resigning the New Zealand Gold Club because they played their games on a Sunday. He
told of the first meetings his parents had with the missionaries, where they offered them
tea each time, and his Dad would purposely blow smoke in the direction of the elders.
But his parents joined the Church, and in another entry they stated how the Church
gave them the strength in spiritual and temporal matters to raise their children. His
mum went to SLC on a telegram invitation from the General Relief Society Presidency to
attend conference. The entire branch would often travel to the Temple in Hamilton by
truck, and Elder Spencer W. Kimball dedicated the chapel. This is no longer possible
with 400 chapels dedicated each year. Growth in the Church has continued and
accelerated, but always based on the basic principles and standards of the gospel,
standing strong and immovable. He served a mission from the Takapuna chapel and
went to New Caledonia without benefit of the MTC, just jumped right into the language
and culture. He attended the Church College of New Zealand, and had many
opportunities to serve in leadership positions at a young age. Many projects went forth
to raise funds: Cake stalls were often established to support the missionaries' efforts; an
onion patch of 1/4 of an acre was purchased, which also became a watermelon patch to
raise money, and this eventually became the site of the Chapel. Some 50 years later the
Chapel was dedicated. He had seen the growth of the Church throughout the Pacific,
and whereas his father had to be taught by his mother to add and subtract, all four
children attended university, plus the accomplishments of the grandchildren expanding
exponentially. All success can be attributed to the Gospel. And now, he attended the
first Area Presidency wherein the Presidency all live in separate countries, and they
have conferences and meetings by video. He quoted the 78th section of the D&C
wherein in part it says "Ye are as little children; receive all things with thankfulness."
Closing hymn: Come, Come Ye Saints.
By: Maureen Eburne
Monday April 26, 2004

"Shop until you drop" day. We left the hotel at about 9:00 AM. Tai was most
accommodating and not only waited for us but took us on a tour of Auckland before
and between shopping centers.
At 7:30 PM we held a wonderful family home evening at the hotel. The room was part of
the bar area but could be divided with a folding door. We used most of the chairs from
the bar area and a few from the dinning room. A few still had to sit on the floor. It
reminded me of some of the faith promoting stories that had been told on this trip of
having to meet in various halls except we didn't have to clear the bottles or clean up the
place before we met. We just had to rearrange it a bit. During the meeting, which was
conducted by John 0., every person expressed how the trip had affected them and how
their testimonies had been strengthened because of the love and concern shown on the
trip. Of course, the number one item mentioned was how grateful we were for Tai and
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the beauty of New Zealand. Thanks to all who attended and shared their thoughts and
feelings.

'

Tuesday April 27, 2004 Auckland, New Zealand
Bags were out to the bus by 7:30 AM. After boarding the bus at 8:00 AM, John (Jack)
Pierce, was asked to give the prayer. As a group we presented Tai with a sizable tip, a
BYUH sweat shirt, various other things, and bequeathed all the remaining rocks to him
for his rock garden. It was rather emotional as we bid him farewell at the airport. We
have all grown to love him and Dooby.

)

)

A few minor glitches at the airport but all of us got on the plane. Charlene Lum had a
challenge on her ticket, but after several calls to Honolulu and faxes, she was able to
get a ticket. We do not know what happened to her original ticket and why it was not
recorded in Air New Zealand's computers. At 11:30 AM she finally got confirmation for
our flight at 11:50 PM. That was cutting it very close. Thanks to all for their support
and help during this period. At the gate in N .Z. everyone was relieved that things
worked out. Finally we were permitted to board the plane for Honolulu. Very quietly,
each ofus bid New Zealand a fond "Aloha" as the plane left the runway.

Monday April 26, 2004. Honolulu, Hawaii

)
)

)

)

We arrived at Honolulu at 10: 15 PM (the day before we left New Zealand). All of the
baggage arrived and every one departed for their homes. Most of those returning to
Laie, rode a school bus to BYUH where they were met by family and friends.
Thank you all for making this a memorable trip.
By: Rex Frandsen

)
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The Mormon Pacific Historical Society would like to sincerely thank Raewyn and Colin
Shelford for their leadership in the planning and logistics of this wonderful conference.
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